In this paper we introduce new methods for finding functions that lower bound the value function of a stochastic control problem, using an iterated form of the Bellman inequality. Our method is based on solving linear or semidefinite programs, and produces both a bound on the optimal objective, as well as a suboptimal policy that appears to works very well. These results extend and improve bounds obtained by authors in a previous paper using a single Bellman inequality condition. We describe the methods in a general setting, and show how they can be applied in specific cases including the finite state case, constrained linear quadratic control, switched affine control, and multi-period portfolio investment.
Introduction
In this paper we consider stochastic control problems with arbitrary dynamics, objective, and constraints. In some very special cases, these problems can be solved analytically. One famous example is when the dynamics are linear, and the objective function is quadratic (with no constraints), in which case the optimal control is linear state feedback [Kal64, Ber05, Ber07] . Another simple case where the optimal policy can be computed exactly is when the state and action spaces are finite, in which case methods such as value iteration or policy iteration can be used [Ber05, Ber07] . When the state and action spaces are infinite, but low dimensional, the optimal control problem can be solved by gridding or other discretization methods.
In general however, the optimal control policy cannot be tractably computed. In such situations, there are many methods for finding good suboptimal controllers that hopefully achieve a small objective value. One particular method we will discuss in detail is approximate dynamic programming (ADP) [Ber05, Ber07, BS96, Pow07] , which relies on an expression for the optimal policy in terms of the value function for the problem. In ADP, the true value function is replaced with with an approximation. These control policies often achieve surprisingly good performance, even when the approximation of the value function is not particularly good. For problems with linear dynamics and convex objective and constraints, we can evaluate such policies in tens of microseconds, which makes them entirely practical for fast real-time applications [WB09a, MB09a, WB07] .
In this paper, we present a method for finding an approximate value function that globally underestimates (and approximates) the true value function. This yields both a numerical lower bound on the optimal objective value, as well as an ADP policy based on our underestimator. Our underestimator/bound is non-generic, in the sense that it does not simply depend on problem dimensions and some basic assumptions about the problem data. Instead, they are computed (numerically) for each specific problem instance. We will see that for many different problem families, our method is based on solving a convex optimization problem, thus avoiding the 'curses of dimensionality' usually associated with dynamic programming [Pow07] .
The bound we compute can be compared to the objective achieved by any suboptimal policy, which can be found via Monte-Carlo simulation. If the gap between the two is small, we can conclude that the suboptimal policy is nearly optimal, and our bound is nearly tight. If the gap is large, then either the bound or the policy is poor (for the particular problem instance). Under certain assumptions, we can also provide generic guarantees on the tightness of our bound. Our results extend and improve similar guarantees found in [DV03] .
In previous works, the authors have considered bounds and underestimators based on the Bellman inequality [WB09c, WB09b] . In this paper we present a more general condition based on an iterated form of the Bellman inequality, which significantly improves our results. Indeed, in numerical examples we find that the bound we compute is often extremely close to the objective achieved by the ADP policy.
Prior and related work
One work closely related to ours is by De Farias and Van Roy [DV03] , who consider a similar stochastic control problem with a finite number of states and inputs. In their paper, the authors obtain a value function underestimator by relaxing the Bellman equation to an inequality. This results in a set of linear constraints, so the underestimators can be found by solving a linear programming problem (LP). The authors show that as long as the basis functions are 'well chosen', the underestimator will be a good approximation. (We will use similar methods to derive tightness guarantees for our iterated Bellman condition.) In [WB09c, WB09b] , Wang and Boyd extended these ideas to problems with an infinite number of states and inputs, obtaining a tractable sufficient condition for the Bellman inequality via the S-procedure [BEFB94, §2.6.3]. Similar ideas and methods can also be found in papers by Savorgnan, Lasserre and Diehl [SLD09] , Bertsimas and Caramanis [BC06] , and Lincoln and Rantzer [LR06, Ran06] .
We should point out that this approach is popular and widely used in approximate dynamic programming. The original characterization of the true value function via linear programming is due to Manne [Man60] . The LP approach to ADP was introduced by Schweitzer and Seidmann [SS85] and De Farias and Van Roy [DV03] . There are many applications of this method, for example in optimal scheduling problems, revenue and portfolio management, inventory management, stochastic games, decentralized control and many others [KK94, MK99, MKV08, Ade07, Ade04, FV07, FSW10, Han05, CRVL06, BIP09]. While these methods typically work well, i.e., the bound we get is often close to the objective achieved by the suboptimal policy, there are also situations in which the gap is large. This is partly due to the fact that the Bellman inequality is a sufficient, but not necessary condition for a lower bound on the value function. As a result the condition can often be overly conservative, as was pointed out in [DV03, DFM09] . In [DFM09] Desai, Farias and Moallemi address this problem by adding slack variables to relax the Bellman inequality condition. This produces much better approximate value functions, but these need not be underestimators in general. In this paper we present a method that both relaxes the Bellman inequality, and also retains the lower bound property. We will see that this produces much better results compared with a single Bellman inequality condition.
There is a vast literature on computing lower bounds for stochastic control. In [CL06] Cogill and Lall derive a method for average cost-per-stage problems for finding both an upper bound on the cost incurred by a given policy, as well as a lower bound on the optimal objective value. One advantage of this method is that it does not require a restrictive lower bound condition, such as the Bellman inequality (but it still requires searching for good candidate functions, as in approximate dynamic programming). Using this method they analytically derive suboptimality gaps for queueing problems [CL06] as well as event-based sampling [CLH07] .
In [BSS10] , Brown, Smith and Sun take a different approach, where they relax the nonanticipativity constraint that decisions can only depend on information available at the current time. Instead, a penalty is imposed that punishes violations of the constraint. In one extreme case, the penalty is infinitely hard, which corresponds to the original stochastic control problem. The other extreme is full prescience, i.e., there is no penalty on knowing the future, which clearly gives a lower bound on the original problem. Their framework comes with corresponding weak duality, strong duality, and complementary slackness results.
For specific problem families it is often possible to derive generic bounds that depend on some basic assumptions about the problem data. For example, Kumar and Kumar [KK94] derive bounds for queueing networks and scheduling policies. Bertsimas, Gamarnik and Tsitsiklis [BGT01] consider a similar class of problems, but uses a different method based on piecewise linear Lyapunov functions. In a different application, Castañón [Cas05] derives bounds for controlling a sensor network to minimize estimation error, subject to a resource constraint. To get a lower bound, the resource constraint is 'dualized' by adding the constraint into the objective weighted by a nonnegative Lagrange multiplier. The lower bound is then optimized over the dual variable. In fact, in certain special cases, the Bellman inequality approach can also be interpreted as a simple application of Lagrange duality [Alt99] .
Performance bounds have also been studied for more traditional control applications. . Many of the ideas we will use appear in these and will be pointed out.
Outline
The structure of the paper is as follows. In §2 we define the stochastic control problem and give the dynamic programming characterization of the solution. In §3 we describe the main ideas behind our bounds in a general, abstract setting. In §4 we derive tightness guarantees for our bound. Then, in §5- §9 we outline how to compute these bounds for several problem families. For each problem family, we present numerical examples where we compute our bounds and compare them to the performance achieved by suboptimal control policies. Finally, in §10 we briefly outline several straightforward extensions/variations of our method.
Stochastic control
We consider a discrete-time time-invariant dynamical system, with dynamics
where x t ∈ X is the state, u t ∈ U is the input, w t ∈ W is the process noise, all at time (or epoch) t, and f : X × U × W → X is the dynamics function. We assume that x 0 , w 0 , w 1 , . . ., are independent random variables, with w 0 , w 1 , . . . identically distributed. We consider causal state feedback control policies, where the input u t is determined from the current and previous states x 0 , . . . , x t . For the problem we consider it can be shown that there is a time-invariant optimal policy that depends only on the current state, i.e.,
where ψ : X → U is the state feedback function or policy. With fixed state feedback function (2) and dynamics (1), the state and input trajectories are stochastic processes. We will consider an infinite horizon discounted objective with the form
where ℓ : X × U → R ∪ {+∞} is the stage cost function, and γ ∈ (0, 1) is a discount factor. We use infinite values of ℓ to encode constraints on the state and input. For example, unless
we have J = ∞. We assume that for each z ∈ X , there is a v ∈ U with ℓ(z, v) < ∞; in otherAnother famous special case is when X = R n , U = R m , and ℓ is a convex quadratic function [Kal64] . In this case, the value function is convex quadratic, and the optimal policy is affine, with coefficients that are readily computed from the problem data. In many cases, however, it is not practical to compute the value function V ⋆ , the optimal value of the stochastic control problem J ⋆ , or an optimal policy ψ ⋆ .
Properties of the Bellman operator
The Bellman operator T has several interesting properties which we will use later in developing our bounds. Here, we state these properties without justification; for details and proofs, see e.g., [Ber05, Ber07, BS96, Whi82, RZ94] .
Monotonicity. For functions f, g : X → R,
where the inequality between functions means elementwise, i.e., f (x) ≤ g(x) for all x ∈ X .
Value iteration convergence. For any function f : X → R,
for any x ∈ X . In other words, iteratively applying the Bellman operator to an any initial function results in pointwise convergence to the value function. (Much stronger statements can be made about the convergence; but we will only need pointwise convergence.) Computing V ⋆ by iterative application of the Bellman operator is called value iteration.
Suboptimal policies and performance bounds
Many methods for finding a suboptimal or approximate policy have been proposed; we describe two of these below. For more details see [Son83, FP96, CL88, SSC03, BS96, Pow07, WB09a] .
Approximate dynamic programming policy. Following the basic idea in approximate dynamic programming, we define the approximate dynamic programming policy (or ADP policy) as
where the function V adp is called the approximate value function, or control-Lyapunov function. The ADP policy is the same as the optimal policy (6), with V adp substituted for V ⋆ . This policy goes by several other names, including control-Lyapunov policy, and one-step receding-horizon control. With V adp = V ⋆ , the ADP policy is optimal. Far more interesting and important is the observation that the ADP policy often yields very good performance, even when V adp is a not a particularly good approximation of V ⋆ .
Greedy policy. For many problems we will consider, the stage cost ℓ is state-input separable, i.e., ℓ(z, v) = ℓ x (z) + ℓ u (v), where ℓ x : X → R ∪ {+∞} and ℓ u : U → R ∪ {+∞} are the stage costs for the states and inputs respectively. In this case, one of the simplest suboptimal policies is the one-step-ahead greedy policy, given by
Comparing the greedy policy with the optimal policy (6), we see that the greedy policy simply minimizes the sum of the current stage cost and the expected stage cost at the next time period, ignoring the effect of the current action on the long-term future. (This is also just the ADP policy with V adp = ℓ x .) The greedy policy often performs very poorly; when X is infinite, we can even have J = ∞.
Performance bounds. For any policy we can evaluate the associated cost J (approximately) via Monte Carlo simulation, so we have an idea of how well the policy will perform. A question that arises immediately is, how suboptimal is the policy? In other words, how much larger is J than J ⋆ ? To address this question we need a lower bound on J ⋆ , that is, a bound on the control performance that can be attained by any policy. One of the main purposes of this paper is to describe new tractable methods for obtaining performance bounds, in cases when computing the optimal value is not practical. As a side benefit of the lower bound computation, our method also provides approximate value functions for suboptimal ADP policies that appear to work very well, that is, yield cost J that is near the associated lower bound.
Performance bounds
In this section we work out the main ideas in the paper, in an abstract setting. In subsequent sections we address questions such as how the methods can be carried out for various specific cases.
Value function underestimators
All of our performance bounds will be based on the following observation: if the function
then, by monotonicity of expectation,
Thus, we obtain the performance bound (i.e., lower bound on J ⋆ ) EV (x 0 ). The challenge, of course, is to find an underestimatorV of V ⋆ . Indeed, depending on the specific case, it can be difficult to verify thatV ≤ V ⋆ given a fixedV , let alone find such a function.
Bound optimization
Our approach, which is the same as the basic approach in approximate dynamic programming (ADP), is to restrict our attention to a finite-dimensional subspace of candidate value function underestimators,V
where α i are coefficients, and V (i) are basis functions for our candidate functions. We then optimize our lower bound over the coefficients, subject to a constraint that guaranteeŝ
with variables α ∈ R K . The objective is linear; and in all cases that we consider the condition will be convex in α, so the problem (14) is a convex optimization problem [BV04, NW99] . By solving the problem (14), we obtain the best lower bound on J ⋆ that can be obtained using the condition selected, and restrictingV to the given subspace.
The associated optimalV for (14) can be interpreted (roughly) as an approximation of V ⋆ (which always underestimates V ⋆ ). Thus,V is a natural choice for V adp in the ADP policy.
Bellman inequality
LetV : X → R be a function that satisfies the Bellman inequality [Ber05, Ber07] ,
By monotonicity of the Bellman operator, this impliesV ≤ TV ≤ T (TV ); iterating, we see thatV ≤ T kV for any k ≥ 1. Thus we get
Thus, the Bellman inequality is a sufficient condition forV ≤ V ⋆ . If we restrictV to a finite dimensional subspace, the Bellman inequality is a convex constraint on the coefficients, since it can be stated aŝ
For each z ∈ X , the lefthand side is linear in α; the righthand side is a concave function of α, since it is the infimum over a family of affine functions [BV04, §3.2.3].
In the case of finite state and input spaces, using the Bellman inequality (15) as the condition in (14), we obtain a linear program. This was first introduced by De Farias and Van Roy [DV03] , who showed that if the true value function is close to the subspace spanned by the basis functions, thenV is guaranteed to be close to V ⋆ . In a different context, for problems with linear dynamics, quadratic costs and quadratic constraints (with infinite numbers of states and inputs), Wang and Boyd derived a sufficient condition for (15) that involves a linear matrix inequality (LMI) [WB09c, WB09b] . The optimization problem (14) becomes a semidefinite program (SDP), which can be efficiently solved using convex optimization methods [BV04, VB96, NW99, PW00].
Iterated Bellman inequality
Suppose thatV satisfies the iterated Bellman inequality,
where M ≥ 1 is an integer. By the same argument as for the Bellman inequality, this implieŝ V ≤ T kMV for any integer k ≥ 1, which implieŝ
so the iterated Bellman inequality also impliesV ≤ V ⋆ . IfV satisfies the Bellman inequality (15), then it must satisfy the iterated Bellman inequality (16). The converse is not always true, so the iterated bound is a more general sufficient condition forV ≤ V .
In general, the iterated Bellman inequality (16) is not a convex constraint on the coefficientsV , when we restrictV to a finite-dimensional subspace. However, we can derive a sufficient condition for (16) that is convex in the coefficients. The iterated Bellman inequality (16) is equivalent to the existence of functionsV 1 , . . . ,V M −1 satisfyinĝ
(Indeed, we can takeV M −1 = TV , andV i = TV i+1 for i = M − 2, . . . , 1.) DefiningV 0 = V M =V , we can write this more compactly aŝ
Now suppose we restrict eachV i to a finite-dimensional subspace:
(Here we use the same basis for eachV i for simplicity.) On this subspace, the iterated Bellman inequality (18) is a set of convex constraints on the coefficients α ij . To see this, we note that for each x ∈ X , the lefthand side of each inequality is linear in the coefficients, while the righthand sides (i.e., TV i ) are concave functions of the coefficients, since each is an infimum of affine functions. Using (18) as the condition in the bound optimization problem (14), we get a convex optimization problem. For M = 1, this reduces to the finite-dimensional restriction of the single Bellman inequality. For M > 1, the performance bound obtained can only be better than (or equal to) the bound obtained for M = 1. To see this, we argue as follows. IfV satisfiesV ≤ TV , thenV i =V , i = 0, . . . , M , must satisfy the finite-dimensional restriction of the iterated Bellman inequality (18). Thus, the condition (18) defines a larger set of underestimators compared with the single Bellman inequality. A similar argument shows that if M 2 divides M 1 , then the bound we get with M = M 1 must be better than (or equal to) the bound with M = M 2 .
Pointwise supremum underestimator
Suppose {V α | α ∈ A} is a family of functions parametrized by α ∈ A, all satisfyingV α ≤ V ⋆ . For example, the set of underestimators obtained from the feasible coefficient vectors α from the Bellman inequality (15) or the iterated Bellman inequality (18) is such a family. Then the pointwise supremum is also an underestimator of V :
It follows that EV (x 0 ) ≤ J ⋆ . Moreover, this performance bound is as good as any of the individual performance bounds: for any α ∈ A,
This means that we can switch the order of expectation and maximization in (14), to obtain a better bound: EV (x 0 ), which is the expected value of the optimal value of the (random) problem maximizeV (
over the distribution of x 0 . This pointwise supremum bound is guaranteed to be a better lower bound on J ⋆ than the basic bound obtained from problem (14). This bound can be computed using a Monte Carlo procedure: We draw samples z 1 , z 2 , . . . , z N from the distribution of x 0 , solve the optimization problem (19) for each sample value, which gives usV (z i ). We then form the (Monte Carlo estimate) lower bound (1/N ) N i=1V (z i ).
Pointwise maximum underestimator
An alternative to the pointwise supremum underestimator is to choose a modest number of representative functionsV α 1 , . . . ,V α L from the family and form the function
which evidently is an underestimator of V . (We call this the pointwise maximum underestimator.) This requires solving L optimization problems to find α 1 , . . . , α L . Now, Monte Carlo simulation, i.e., evaluation ofV (z i ), involves computing the maximum of L numbers; in particular, it involves no optimization. For this reason we can easily generate a large number of samples to evaluate EV (x 0 ), which is a lower bound on J ⋆ . Another advantage of usinĝ V instead ofV is thatV can be used as an approximate value function in a approximate policy, as described in §2.3. The use of pointwise maximum approximate value functions has also been explored in a slightly different context in [McE07] .
One generic method for finding good representative functions is to find extremal points in our family of underestimators. To do this, we let y be a random variable that takes values in X with some distribution. Then we solve the (convex) optimization problem maximize EV α (y) subject to α ∈ A, with variable α. When X is finite the distribution of y can be interpreted as state-relevance weights: If the state relevance weights for a particular subset of X are large, then our goal in the problem above is to makeṼ α (z) as large as possible for z in this subset, and hence as close as possible to V ⋆ . To get a different extremal point in the family, we pick a different distribution for y, where the probability density is concentrated around a different subset of X (see, e.g., [SB10] ).
Tightness

Notation and Assumptions
In this section we use similar methods as [DV03] to derive a simple tightness guarantee for our iterated Bellman bound. For simplicity, we will assume that all our functions are continuous, i.e., f ∈ C(X × U × W), ℓ ∈ C(X × U), the spaces X and U are compact, and x 0 has finite mean and covariance. This implies that the optimal value function V ⋆ is continuous on X , and the Bellman operator T is a sup-norm γ-contraction:
where h 1 , h 2 ∈ C(X ) and h 1 − h 2 ∞ = sup x∈X |h 1 (x) − h 2 (x)|. As before, we assume that V has the representation (13), where each V (i) ∈ C(X ). We let
denote the subspace spanned by the basis functions. In addition, we denote by 1 ∈ C(X ) the constant function that assigns the value 1 ∈ R to every x ∈ X .
Main result
We will derive the following result: If 1 ∈ H, then
whereV ⋆ denotes the solution to the bound optimization problem
soṼ satisfies the iterated Bellman inequality. This means thatṼ must be feasible for the problem minimize
SinceV ⋆ solves (21) it must also solve (22), which implies
This proves our result.
Finite state and input spaces
In this section we describe how to compute our bounds when the number of states, inputs and disturbances is finite. We take
We define p i = Prob{w t = i} for i = 1, . . . , N w .
Value iteration
In principle, since the number of states and inputs is finite, we can carry out value iteration explicitly. We will consider here a naive implementation that does not exploit any sparsity or other structure in the problem. Given a function V : X → R, we evaluate V + = T V as follows. For each (z, v), we evaluate
which requires around N x N u N w arithmetic operations. We can then take the minimum over v for each z to obtain V + (z). So one step of value iteration costs around N x N u N w arithmetic operations. When N x N u N w is not too large, say more than 10 8 or so, it is entirely practical to compute the value function using value iteration. In such cases, of course, there is no need to compute a lower bound on performance. Thus, we are mainly interested in problems with N x N u N w larger than, say, 10 8 , or where exact calculation of the value function is not practical. In these cases we hope that a reasonable performance bound can be found using a modest number of basis functions.
Iterated Bellman inequality
The iterated Bellman inequality (18), with K basis functions forV i , leads to the linear inequalitiesV
for all z ∈ X , v ∈ U. For each (z, v), (23) is a set of M linear inequalities in the M K variables α ij . Thus, the iterated Bellman inequality (18) involves M K variables and M N x N u inequalities. Each inequality involves 2K variables. Even when M is small and K is modest (say, a few tens), the number of constraints can be very large. Computing the performance bound (14), or an extremal underestimator for the iterated bound then requires the solution of an LP with a modest number of variables and a very large number of constraints. This can be done, for example, via constraint sampling [DV04] , or using semi-infinite programming methods (see, e.g., [MB09b] ).
Quadratic functions and the S-procedure
For the problems we describe in the following sections, we will restrict our candidate functions to the subspace of quadratic functions. In this section we outline our notation, and a basic result called the S-procedure [BV04, §B.2][BEFB94, §2.6.3], which we will use to derive tractable convex conditions on the coefficients, expressed as linear matrix inequalities, that guarantee the iterated Bellman inequality holds. Using these conditions, the bound optimization problems will become semdefinite programs.
Quadratic functions and linear matrix inequalities
Quadratic functions. We represent a general quadratic function f in the variable z ∈ R n as a quadratic form of (z, 1) ∈ R n+1 , as
where P ∈ S n (the set of symmetric n × n matrices), p ∈ R n and s ∈ R. Thus f is a linear combination of the quadratic functions, x i x j , i, j = 1, . . . , n, i ≤ j, the linear functions x i , i = 1, . . . , n and the constant 1, where the coefficients are given by the matrices P , p and s.
Global nonnegativity. For a quadratic function we can express global nonnegativity in a simple way:
where the inequality on the left is pointwise (i.e., for all z ∈ R n ), and the righthand inequality denotes matrix inequality. Since we can easily check if a matrix is positive semidefinite, global nonnegativity of a quadratic function is easy to check. (It is precisely this simple property that will give us tractable nonheuristic conditions that imply that the Bellman inequality, or iterated Bellman inequality, holds on state spaces such as X = R 30 , where sampling or exhaustive search would be entirely intractable.) Linear matrix inequalities. A linear matrix inequality (LMI) in the variable x ∈ R n has the form F (x) = F 0 + x 1 F 1 + · · · + x n F n 0, for matrices F 0 , . . . , F n ∈ S m . LMIs define convex sets; and we can easily solve LMIs, or more generally convex optimization problems that include LMIs, using standard convex optimization techniques; see, e.g., [BEFB94, BV04, VB97, WSV00].
As a simple example, the condition that f ≥ 0 (pointwise) is equivalent to the matrix inequality in (24), which is an LMI in the variables P , p, and s.
S-procedure
Let f be a quadratic function in the variable z ∈ R n , with associated coefficients (P, p, s). We seek a sufficient condition for f to be nonnegative on a set Q defined by a set of quadratic equalities and inequalities, i.e.,
where
and
. . , N. One simple condition that implies this is the existence of nonnegative λ 1 , . . . , λ r ∈ R, and arbitrary λ r+1 , . . . , λ N ∈ R, for which
(The argument is simple: for z ∈ Q, f i (z) ≥ 0 for i = 1, . . . , r, and f i (z) = 0 for i = r + 1, . . . , N , so the righthand side is nonnegative.) But (26) is equivalent to
which is an LMI in the variables P , p, s and λ 1 , . . . , λ N (with P i , p i , and s i , for i = 1, . . . , N considered data). (We also have nonnegativity conditions on λ 1 , . . . , λ r .) The numbers λ i are called multipliers. This so-called S-procedure gives a sufficient condition for the (generally) infinite number of inequalities in (25) (one for each z ∈ Q) as a single LMI that involves a finite number of variables. In some special cases, the S-procedure condition is actually equivalent to the inequalities; but for our purposes here we only need that it is a sufficient condition, which is obvious. The S-procedure generalizes the (global) nonnegativity condition (24), which is obtained by taking λ i = 0.
Example. As an example, let us derive an LMI condition on P, p, s (and some multipliers) that guarantees f (z) ≥ 0 on Q = R n + . (When f is a quadratic form, this condition is the same as copositivity of the matrix, which is not easy to determine [JR05] .) We first take the quadratic inequalities defining Q to be the linear inequalities 2z i ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , n, which correspond to the coefficient matrices
where e i is the ith standard unit vector. The S-procedure condition for
for some λ ∈ R n + . We can derive a stronger S-procedure condition by using a larger set of (redundant!) inequalities to define Q: The S-procedure condition for f (z) ≥ 0 on R n + is then
for some Λ ∈ S n with all entries nonnegative and zero diagonal entries, and some λ ∈ R n + . The condition (28) is an LMI in P, p, s, Λ, λ.
For fixed P, p, s, the sufficient condition (28) for copositivity is interesting. While it is not in general a necessary condition for copositivity, it is a sophisticated, and tractably computable, sufficient condition. Even more interesting is that we can tractably solve (convex) optimization problems over P, p, s using the LMI sufficient condition (28) (which implies copositivity).
Constrained linear quadratic control
We consider here systems with X = R n , U = R m , and W = R n , with linear dynamics
We will assume that E w t = 0, and let W denote the disturbance covariance, W = E w t w T t . The stage cost is a convex state-input separable quadratic, restricted to a unit box input constraint set,
+ is the set of n × n symmetric positive semidefinite matrices.) The same approach described here can be applied to the more general case with nonzero disturbance mean, linear terms and state-input coupling terms in the stage cost, and constraint sets described by a set of quadratic equalities and inequalities. The formulas for the more general case are readily derived, but much more complex than for the special case considered here.
Iterated Bellman inequality
We will use quadratic candidate functionŝ
(Due to our assumptions, we do not need linear terms inV i .)
The iterated Bellman inequality (18) can be written aŝ
Expanding EV i (Az + Bv + w t ) we get
Thus (29) becomes:
for all v ∞ ≤ 1, i = 1, . . . , M . We can express v ∞ ≤ 1 as a set of quadratic inequalities,
An arbitrary nonnegative linear combination of these quadratic functions can be expressed as
where D ∈ S m + is diagonal. Now we use the S-procedure to derive a sufficient condition: there exists diagonal nonnegative
for i = 1, . . . , M − 1. The condition (33) is an LMI in the variables P i , s i , and D (i) , so the bound optimization problem is convex (and tractable); in fact, an SDP.
These 3 × 3 block LMIs can be split into 2 × 2 block LMIs,
and linear scalar inequalities,
Using this sufficient condition for the iterated Bellman inequalities, the bound optimization problem (14) becomes the SDP
with the variables listed above. A monotonicity argument tells us that we will have
at the optimum of (36).
One dimensional example
In this section we illustrate our underestimators and bounds on an example problem with one state (n = 1) and one input (m = 1). The problem data are:
and we assume w t ∼ N (0, 0.1) and x 0 ∼ N (0, 10). Since the problem dimensions are small, we can compute the exact value function V ⋆ by discretizing the state and input, and using traditional dynamic programming methods, such as value iteration (see §5.1) or policy iteration. We can also compute J ⋆ = E V ⋆ (x 0 ), via Monte-Carlo simulation. We compare various bounds in Table 1 . The unconstrained bound refers to the optimal cost of the same problem without the input constraint (which is clearly a lower bound). We can see that the iterated Bellman bound is a much better bound compared with the basic Bellman bound and unconstrained bounds, which give similar values for this particular problem instance. The pointwise maximum bound (with 10 representative functions) significantly improves on the iterated bound, and is very close to J ⋆ . Figure 1 shows a comparison of the underestimators. The left figure compares V ⋆ (black) with the value function of the unconstrained problem V ⋆ lq (green), the basic Bellman underestimatorV be (blue), and the iterated Bellman underestimatorV it (red). We see that the iterated underestimator is a much better overall underestimator, but deviates from V ⋆ for small z. The right figure compares V ⋆ (black) with V pwq (red), which is the pointwise maximum underestimator with 10 representative functions. It is clear that the two are almost indistinguishable.
Mechanical control example
Now we evaluate our bounds against the performance of various suboptimal policies for a discretized mechanical control system, consisting of 4 masses, connected by springs, with 3 input forces that can be applied between pairs of masses. This is shown in figure 2. For this problem, there are n = 8 states and m = 3 controls. The first four states are the positions of the masses, and the last four are their velocities. The stage costs are quadratic with R = 0.01I, Q = 0.1I and γ = 0.95. The process noise w t has distribution N (0, W ), where W = 0.1 diag(0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1) (i.e., the disturbances are random forces). The initial state x 0 has distribution N (0, 10I).
The results are shown in table 2. The pointwise supremum bound is computed via Monte Carlo simulation, using an iterated Bellman inequality condition with M = 100. The unconstrained bound refers to the optimal objective of the problem without the input constraint (which we can compute analytically). We can clearly see that the gap between the ADP policy and the pointwise supremum bound is very small, which shows both are nearly optimal. This confirms our empirical observation from the one dimensional case that the pointwise maximum underestimator is almost indistinguishable from the true value function. We also observe that the greedy policy, which uses a naive approximate value function, performs much worse compared with our ADP policy, obtained from our bound optimization procedure.
Affine switching control
Here we take X = R n , W = R n , and U = {1, . . . , N }. The dynamics is affine in x t and w t , for each choice of u t :
where A j ∈ R n×n and b j ∈ R n , j = 1, . . . , N give the dynamics matrices for inputs u t = 1, . . . , N , respectively. Roughly speaking, the control input u t allows us to switch between a finite set of affine dynamical systems. We assume E w t = 0, and define W = E w t w The stage cost ℓ has the form
where Q ∈ S n + , q ∈ R n , and l ∈ R m . If u t = j, the input cost l ut can be interpreted as the cost of choosing system j, at time t.
In this formulation we consider only systems whose dynamics switch depending on the input. We can also derive similar lower bound conditions for more general cases with statedependent switching, state constraints, as well as input-state coupling costs. Switching systems arise frequently in practical control problems; one example is the control of switch mode power converters, such as buck/boost converters [GPM04, PME01] .
Iterated Bellman inequality
We use quadratic candidate functionsV 0 , . . . ,V M :
We can write the iterated Bellman inequality (18) aŝ
The expectation can be evaluated using where
Thus we can write (37) as
and for i = 1, . . . , M , j = 1, . . . , N . This is equivalent to the LMIs
Clearly, (38) is convex in the variables P i , p i , s i , and hence is tractable. The bound optimization problem is therefore a convex optimization problem and can be efficiently solved.
Numerical examples
We compute our bounds for a randomly generated example, and compare them to the performance achieved by the greedy and ADP policies. Our example is a problem with n = 3 and N = 6. The matrices A 1 , . . . , A N , and b 1 , . . . , b N are randomly generated, with entries drawn from a standard normal distribution. Each A i is then scaled so that its singular values are between 0.9 and 1. The stage cost matrices are Q = I, q = 0, l = 0, and we take γ = 0.9. We assume that the disturbance w t has distribution N (0, 0.05I), and the initial state x 0 has distribution N (0, 10I).
The results are shown in table 3. The pointwise supremum bound is computed via Monte Carlo simulation, using an iterated Bellman inequality condition with M = 50. Again we see that our best bound, the pointwise supremum bound, is very close to the performance of the ADP policy (within 10%).
Multi-period portfolio optimization
The state (portfolio) x t ∈ R n + is a vector of holdings in n assets at the beginning of period t, in dollars (not shares), so 1 T x t is the total portfolio value at time t. In this example we will assume that the portfolio is long only, i.e., x t ∈ R n + , and that the initial portfolio x 0 is given. The input u t is a vector of trades executed at the beginning of period t, also denominated in dollars: (u t ) i > 0 means we purchase asset i, and (u t ) i < 0 means we sell asset i. We will assume that 1 T u t = 0, which means that the total cash obtained from sales equals the total cash required for the purchases, i.e., the trades are self-financing. The trading incurs a quadratic transaction cost u T t Ru t , where R 0, which we will take into account directly in our objective function described below.
The portfolio propagates (over an investment period) as
where A t = diag(r t ), and r t is a vector of random positive (total) returns, with r 0 , r 1 , . . . IID with known distribution on R n ++ . We let µ = E r t be the mean of r t , and Σ = E r t r T t its second moment.
Our investment earnings in period t (i.e., increase in total portfolio value), conditioned on x t = z and u t = v, is 1 T A t (z + v) − 1 T z, which has mean and variance
respectively. We will use a traditional risk adjusted mean earnings utility function (which is to be maximized),
where λ > 0 is the risk aversion parameter. The stage utility is a concave quadratic function. The stage cost (to be minimized) is
Thus our stage cost (to be minimized) is the negative utility, adjusted to account for transaction cost. It is convex quadratic, on a set defined by some linear equality and inequality constraints. We will write the quadratic part of the stage cost as
Finally, we can use the S-procedure to find a sufficient condition for the Bellman inequalities: There exist ν i ∈ R, and λ (i) ∈ R n + , i = 1, . . . , M such that for i = 1, . . . , M ,
Since G i and S i are linear functions of P i , p i , and s i , (40) is a set of LMIs in the variables P i , p i , s i , λ (i) and ν i . Thus, the bound optimization problem (14) becomes the SDP
with the variables listed above.
Numerical example
We consider a problem with n = 3 assets, with the last asset corresponding to a cash account. We take the total returns r t to be log-normal, log r t ∼ N (μ,Σ), whereμ andΣ are the mean and variance of the log returns, which we take to bẽ The first asset has a mean log return and standard deviation of 0.10, the second asset has a mean log return and standard deviation of 0.05, and the cash account earns no interest. The first two asset log returns are 30% correlated. The associated mean and second moment returns are
We take x 0 = (0, 0, 1), i.e., an all cash initial portfolio. We take transaction cost parameter R = diag(1, 0.5, 0), risk aversion parameter λ = 0.1, and discount factor γ = 0.9. Numerical results. We compute several performance bounds for this problem. The simplest bound is obtained by ignoring the long-only constraint z + v ≥ 0. The resulting problem is then linear quadratic, so the optimal value function is quadratic, the optimal policy is affine, and we can evaluate its cost exactly (i.e., without resorting to Monte Carlo simulation). The next bound is the basic Bellman inequality bound, i.e., the iterated bound with M = 1. Our most sophisticated bound is the iterated bound, with M = 150. (We increased M until no significant improvement in the bound was observed.) Using Monte Carlo simulation, we evaluated the objective for the greedy policy and the ADP policy, using V adp =V , obtained from the iterated Bellman bound. We compare these performance bounds with the performance obtained by two ADP policies. The first ADP policy is a 'naive' policy, where we take V adp to be the optimal value function of the same problem without the long-only constraint, V unc . In the second ADP policy we take V adp =V from our iterated bellman bound. The results are shown in table 4. We can see that the basic Bellman inequality bound outperforms the bound we obtain by ignoring the long-only constraint, while the iterated bound with M = 150 is better than both. The ADP policy with V adp = V unc performs worse compared with the ADP policy with V adp =V , which performs very well. The gap between the cost achieved by the ADP policy with V adp =V and the iterated Bellman inequality bound is small, which tells us that the ADP policy is nearly optimal. Figure 3 shows a histogram of costs achieved by the two ADP policies over 10000 runs, where each run simulates the system with the ADP policy over 100 time steps.
Conclusions and comments
Extensions and variations
In this paper we focussed mainly on cases where the dynamical system is linear, and the cost functions are quadratic. The same methods we used directly extends to problems with polynomial dynamics functions, stage costs and constraints. In this case, we look The resulting set of inequalities is still convex, with a tractable number of variables and constraints when the degree of the polynomials, as well as the state and input dimensions do not exceed around 10. There are many other simple extensions. For instance, we can easily extend the affine switching example to include both state and input dependent switching (and also combine this with polynomial dynamics and costs). For arbitrary dynamics, costs and constraints, the iterated Bellman condition is a semi-infinite constraint, and is difficult to handle in general. In this case, we can use similar constraint sampling methods as in [DV03] to obtain good approximate value functions, but these are not guaranteed to be value function underestimators.
Implementation
For problems described in §7 and §9, evaluating the ADP policy reduces to solving a small convex quadratic program (QP), where the number of variables is equal to the number of inputs m. Recent advances allow such problems to be solved at stunning speeds. One popular approach is to solve the QP explicitly as a function of the problem parameters [BMDP02, ZJM08] , in which case evaluating the control policy reduces to searching through a look-up table. This works very well for problems where the numbers of states and inputs are small (around n = 5, m = 5 or less). The method is less practical for larger problems, since the number of entries in the look-up table can be very large. However, there are many ways to reduce the complexity of the explicit solution in these cases [ZJM08, CZJM07, JGR06, BF04] .
Another method is to solve the QP on-line, in real-time, exploiting the structure in the problem, which results in extremely fast solve times [WB09a] . To give an idea of the speeds, for a problem with 100 states and 10 inputs, the quadratic ADP policy can be evaluated in around 67µs on a 2GHz AMD processor. Recent advances in optimization modeling and code generation make it possible to automatically generate solvers that exploit problem specific sparsity structure, further reducing computation times [MB09a] .
The ability to solve these optimization problems at very high speeds means that the techniques described in this paper can be used for stochastic control problems with fast sample times, measured in kHz (thousands of samples per second). Even in applications where such speeds are not needed, the high solution speed is very useful for simulation, which requires the solution of a very large number of QPs.
Summary
In this paper we have outlined a method for finding both a lower bound on the optimal objective value of a stochastic control problem, as well as a policy that often comes close in performance. We have demonstrated this on several examples, where we showed that the bound is close to the performance of the ADP policy. Our method is based on solving linear and semidefinite programming problems, hence is tractable even for problems with high state and input dimension.
